
 
 
 
Feedback to BHRRC questions on  

Labour rights due diligence of hotels at the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022TM 
 
 
 

1. Please describe the process by which football associations of teams qualified for the World 
Cup are assigned hotel properties for the duration of the tournament. 

 
As with any FIFA World Cup, participating member associations are presented a list of hotels from 
which they select their team base camps. Hotels are then assigned according to the preferences of 
the participating members associations.  
 
 

2. Where hotels are held to “human rights standards” by FIFA through a “human rights clause”, 
please clarify what is meant by these standards and clause, including how they will be 
implemented and monitored. 

 
In accordance with its Human Rights Policy, FIFA includes human rights clauses in all its contractual 
relationships. Such clauses define the standards FIFA requires companies to comply with and outline 
specific terms with respect to enforcement, such as regarding reporting, audit and inspection, 
remediation as well as stakeholder engagement. In terms of hotels proposed to participating 
member associations as team base camps for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022TM, these companies are 
required to comply with the SC’s Workers’ Welfare Standards as well as with the Sustainable 
Sourcing Code of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.  
 
The Workers’ Welfare and Sustainability teams of the SC and Q22 implement comprehensive audit 
and inspection programmes with a view to ensure compliance with these standards. In this respect, 
FIFA/Q22 and the SC also collaborate with the International Labour Organisation and the Building 
and Woodworkers’ International BWI to promote the creation and operation of worker committees, 
as well as with the Qatari Ministry of Labour on inspections and compliance matters. In addition, 
FIFA/Q22 engage closely with participating member associations in support of their due diligence 
measures.  
 
This programme is in line with the joint commitments by FIFA, Q22 and the host country outlined in 
the Sustainability Strategy for the competition. For further information and regular updates, please 
consult the information on the relevant initiatives in the FIFA World Cup 2022 Sustainability Progress 
Report as well as the SC’s Workers’ Welfare microsite.   
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https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/1a876c66a3f0498d/original/kr05dqyhwr1uhqy2lh6r-pdf.pdf
https://www.qatar2022.qa/sites/default/files/docs/Workers-Welfare-Standards-Qatar-2022-v2.pdf
https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/fb9be4a00edd1a1d/original/gbxx1kg4mzujqb6qfcff-pdf.pdf
https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/fb9be4a00edd1a1d/original/gbxx1kg4mzujqb6qfcff-pdf.pdf
https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/5adbe651c67c78a3/original/o2zbd8acyiooxyn0dwuk-pdf.pdf
https://publications.fifa.com/en/sustainability-report/
https://publications.fifa.com/en/sustainability-report/
https://www.workerswelfare.qa/en/workers-welfare

